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Friends, 

Greeting from the snowy Alaska. Very different then anything we have ever 
experience  1F is very cold but they say winter starts until December 21st so the best 
is yet to come. Long dark days that let some sun shine from 9:30am to 3:30 pm and 
some times the sun does not come out. With all this God is good and we are able to 
adapt and learn from the expert in the matter our Alaskan brothers and friends.

JESUS  THE GIFT



LOS RIVAS
This trimester has been interior mission oriented we took a team from MCA 

church to Houston Alaska and took fire wood to widows in Tok, Alaska. 

Tok, 320 miles north east of Anchorage with a population of over 1,500 
habitants and with record temperatures of -78 F. We have a church with about 15 
members and more than 7 villages in the surrounding areas. As you can imagine 
with very cold temperatures and the need to keep homes warm, wood is a must. 
Kore Labbe lead Pastor of Gateway Christian Community in Tok shared with us the 
need of a couple of widows that did not have enough wood for the winter and there 
was no wood being sold in the Tok surrounding area.  

 

 

 

 

 

   !!!!!!!!!   MISSIONS OPORTUNITY  !!!!!!!!!      
They do not have a worship team so they play music in a video audio system but 
they would like to have a missions team that would come and worship with them 
LIVE and be part of many other evangelism opportunities in the villages and 
surrounding areas. Even going in summer to the wood around Tok area in ATV’s and 
cutt wood for people in need for next winter. 
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Val one of the widows  that 
received fire wood

640 Miles trip.  
Temperature -10F 

Thank God for a  
great opportunity 
to bring fire wood 
to 2 widows that 

did not have 
enough for the 

winter. The record 
low temperature in 
Tok is -78F. Wood is 

a must

Only 15 members in 
the church but 
praying fo ra 

miracle.

Delivering wood to 

second widow
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Houston AK, a town with a population under 2,500 people and with the arrival 

of a new Pastor at Hilltop Assemblies of God in mid 2020 and a church that did not 
had a pastor for a while needed a lot of work. We are thankful for 15 MCA church 
members that helped us join the Houston church members too clean as much as we 
could. We were blessed for having the opportunity of serving together. 

 

Pastor Kent who is pastor at Hilltop Houston would like to have an arch 
competition to reach people from the area Interested on being part of this trip? Let 
us know. 

Contact us @:   Facebook. LOSRIVAS  Twitter.  rivas.jv  or  rarivas007  
email:rarivas007@gmail,com
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Helping 
newly 

appointed 
Pastor to 
clean and 
get church 

ready before 
snow arrived.

BLESSED 2021


